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Introduction
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Baker Tilly was appointed to provide management of Arcology with a report to verify, where possible, the
unique value proposition (UVP) of the network, as defined by the Arcology technical white paper being:

1. Deterministic parallel transaction processing
2. Generic Virtual Machine (VM) containers for incorporating heterogenous smart contract platforms
3. Concurrent and parallel smart contract programming support
4. Microservice-based architecture supporting horizontal scaling
5. Intelligent network communication
6. High-performance, low-cost storage
7. Multifactor mechanism to overcome the trilemma of security, scalability and decentralization
8. Unique self-organization protocols to replace conventional sharding

In addition to the above the report would also look to benchmark the performance of the network, and
determine Arcology’s compatibility to run Ethereum based dapps.

Arcology Network

Introduction
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Deterministic parallel transaction
processing

On the Arcology network, transactions are distributed across
multiple cores and processors, making full use of horizontal
scaling’s computational power.

•Language-level concurrency control helps developers design and
implement concurrent logics in their smart contracts
•State consistency is guaranteed against intentional attacks as
well as user error
•Thread-safe containers allow for concurrent updates from
multiple smart contract instances running on different VMs
•Fully deterministic processing ensures identical final states
regardless of hardware configuration or software environment

Generic Virtual Machine (VM) containers for
incorporating heterogenous smart contract platforms

On Arcology, heterogeneous VMs run simultaneously, in the
same node, on the same chain.

•Generic containers allow Arcology to manage different
types of VMs in a consistent and uniform manner,
achieving VM agnosticism
•Multiple heterogenous VMs can be incorporated thanks in
large part to these generic containers, a feature that is
unique to Arcology
•Interface adaptors account for different smart contract
language data formats

Arcology Network

Unique value proposition (UVP) Details
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Concurrent and parallel smart contract programming
support

Arcology reduced friction for developers by offering multiple smart
contract languages.

•Solidity support allows for Ethereum-specific smart contracts to
port seamlessly to Arcology
•Platform decoupling allows developers to bring their code to
Arcology, no matter which smart contract language they used
originally
•Concurrent libraries extend Arcology’s functionality for all
developers

Microservice-based architecture supporting horizontal
scaling

Arcology’s many unique features yield maximum flexibility
and scale.

•Microservices allow greater scale than traditional
monolithic architectures
•Clustered computation allows multiple services to run
simultaneously on single nodes
•Elastic computation means resources can be adapted and
redeployed on the fly
•Horizontal scaling turns Arcology into a supercomputer-
style network powerhouse
•Loose coupling allows different services to be developed
individually using different technology stacks as needed
•Asynchronous communication achieves greater modularity
and faster throughput

Arcology Network
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Intelligent network
communication

Auto-adaptive inter-node protocols automatically adjust
communication parameters to achieve maximum throughput

•Multi-channel communication maximizes without devouring
network bandwidth
•Direct preferences encourage connection between validators to
achieve lowest latency
•Indirect connections are maintained at all times to reduce risk of
orphan nodes
•Automated intelligent detection discovers optimized topological
structures to minimize latency and maximize throughput
•Self-adapting governance ensures ideal network conditions

High-performance, low-cost
storage

Arcology’s low cost, high-performance tiered storage
architecture is designed for data-intensive applications

•Tiered storage framework achieves maximum
performance at affordable rates
•Flexible storage configurations put more control in the
hands of developers
•High-speed caching accelerates access in a fully
transparent manner
•Data storage is dictated by data type to increase efficiency
and drive down costs
•Storage sharing reduces redundancies and overall network
friction

Arcology Network
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Multifactor mechanism to overcome the trilemma of security,
scalability and decentralization

Arcology’s new and unique consensus algorithm unites existing
models on one network

•Multifactoring is an evaluation mechanism that quantifies node
contribution and commitment in a holistic, objective manner
•Multiple factors are taken into account, yielding higher quality
contributions and greater overall network performance
•Flexible, ever-improving ecosystem rewards nodes based on a
multifactor score, encouraging the algorithm to evolve over time
•This revolutionary new consensus mechanism works equally well
on permissioned and permissionless networks
•Centralization tendencies are naturally counteracted by
multifactoring's dynamic, adaptive design
•Active participants are given greater credibility, and therefore
receive more rewards
•Dynamic consideration means that multiple factors are
considered, with weights adjusted to maximize performance,
competition and security

Unique self-organization protocols to replace
conventional sharding

Arcology performs better at scale, made possible by the
network’s unique self-organizing designs

•Semi-autonomous partitions allow the network to continue
performing at maximum capacities even as growth
accelerates
•The self-organizing process intelligently and dynamically
collects state data and validators into groups that localize
transaction processing
•Interaction-based partitions are created automatically
when closely related entities are grouped together on the
network
•This continuous process is forever adapting to network and
application demands
•Cross-partition communication is naturally reduced during
self-organization, removing inefficiencies and increasing
throughput
•Congestion-resistant processes reduce the risk of network
slowdowns during activity surges

Arcology Network
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This section covers the testing objectives, methodology.

Test Details
ARCOLOGY NETWORK
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BTWM was supplied various beta iterations of stand-along instances of the arcology docker containers.

BTWM installed each iteration for testing and concluded that each release improved the stability and
performance of its predecessor.

BTWM could not perform benchmark testing on the earlier instances, and performance results from the
single instances (v 0.8 onwards) did not provide any noticeable differences against similarly configured
instances of the Near protocol.

BTWM in conjunction with the technical team at Arcology conduct extensive benchmarking tests on
version 1.3.

The team setup a testnet consisting of 10 test nodes configured using m6i.32xlarge node configuration on
the N. Virginia data center of AWS.

The total computer power on the testnet consisted of 10 nodes with a total of 21 instances, operating 1424
cores CPU, 5460 GB Memory and 31GB bandwidth hosting 150 online services at the peak of the testnet
operating capability.

Arcology Network

Testing Objective and Methodology
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Once the testnet was operating with all nodes, a series of testing consisting of executing complex
transactions were processed.

Benchmarking was done to measure:

1. Block Height

2. Block interval

3. Block time breakdown

4. Realtime transaction per second to reach the maximum TPS

While a true like for like test could not be executed against the Near protocol, due to differences in
configuration, the best available data was based on their guildnet using 68 nodes. This is the data used for
benchmarking.

Arcology Network

Testing Objective and Methodology
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This section covers the testing results and cryptocurrency
benchmarking

Benchmarking results
ARCOLOGY NETWORK
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Arcology Network

Benchmarking – Arcology Testnet Block Interval Results
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Arcology Network

Benchmarking – Arcology Testnet Seconds to Reach Consensus Results
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Arcology Network

Benchmarking – Arcology Testnet Transactions per Second Results
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Arcology Network

Benchmarking – Various Cryptocurrencies
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Arcology Network

Benchmarking – Various Cryptocurrencies
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This section describes the procedures conducted to test the ability
of the arcology code to connect to a wallet and process transactions

Execution of Wallet Connection
ARCOLOGY NETWORK
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BTWM in conjunction with Arcology CTO Mr. Laurent Zhang conducted a test to transfer tokens across
different wallet address connected to the Arcology test net.

1. The first step was to establish the test net on AWS. The testnet consisted of a single instance (type
r5.xlarge) on the EC2 cloud.

2. A metamask connection was established to the AWS testnet using the specific public address on port
7545, with a chainid of 100

3. On the testnet the Arcology team had pre-created test wallet accounts with faucet token balances.

4. The BTWM team connected to the test accounts using metamask, and created 2 test accounts using
the account id / private key pair supplied by the Arcology team

5. This provided access to the test tokens pre-populated on the accounts.

6. The BTWM team then transferred a defined number (100) of test tokens from one account to another
account.

7. The transfer executed successfully. The balance of one account was reduced while the other was
increased by the transferred amount.

Arcology Network

Connecting to Metamask and Token Transfer
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This section describes the procedures conducted to test the ability
of the arcology code to connect and interact with decentralized

applications.

Execution of dApps
ARCOLOGY NETWORK
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BTWM in conjunction with Arcology CTO Mr. Laurent Zhang conducted a test to interact with dapps on the
Arcology testnet.

1. The first step was to establish the test net on AWS. The testnet consisted of a single instance (type
r5.xlarge) on the EC2 cloud.

2. Truffle was then installed in the testnet instance.

3. On the successful installation of truffle, the sample petshop code was installed, and compiled.  The
relevant smart contracts (Adoption.js) were deployed on the testnet and compiled with the chainid 100.

4. The smart contracts were deployed with the test wallet accounts.

5. The BTWM team used the Pet Shop front end to adopt test Pet’s. This was done by connecting the
previously used Metamask test accounts.

6. The catalogued test tokens were transferred from the metamask test account to the petshop wallet
address as defined in the smart contract and included the gas fees.

Arcology Network

Interacting With dApps
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Baker Tilly is a full-service accounting and advisory firm that offers industry specialised services in assurance, tax and advisory.
At Baker Tilly, we are ready now, for tomorrow’s challenges. We believe in the power of great relationships. We lead and listen
for great conversations. We channel change into progress for great futures.

Baker Tilly WM LLP is a member of Baker Tilly Canada Cooperative, which is a member of the global network of Baker Tilly International Ltd., the members of which are separate and independent
legal entities.
The name Baker Tilly and its associated logo is used under licence from Baker Tilly International Limited.

Disclaimers

No Investment Advice
The information provided in this report does not constitute investment advice, financial advice,
trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the content as such. Baker
Tilly WM LLP does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your own due diligence and research and consult your financial advisor before making
any investment decisions.

Accuracy of Information
Baker Tilly WM LLP will strive to ensure accuracy of information included in this report although it will
not hold any responsibility for any missing or wrong information. Baker Tilly WM LLP provides all
information as is. You understand that you are using any and all information available at your own
risk.

Non Endorsement
The appearance of logos, third party data and hyperlinks does not constitute an endorsement,
guarantee, warranty, or recommendation. Do conduct your own due diligence before deciding to use
any services.




